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ACTIVITY 2.41 

WEAR OF THE UNIFORM LAB 
 
Cadets will have learned why CAP wears an Air Force-style uniform, and what 
obligations the uniform brings. This activity takes that learning a step further by having 
cadets closely examine basic standards of personal appearance and show how to 
properly pace insignia on the uniform. 
 
Suggested Instructors 
A cadet NCO should lead this activity, assisted by some NCO coaches 
Male and female cadet NCOs will be needed to model the Air Force-style blues 
uniform (depending on group composition) 
 
Duration 
30 min 
 
Objectives 
1. Identify the proper placement of insignia on the Air Force-style blues uniform 
2. Identify the proper placement of insignia on the BDU uniform 
 
Equipment Needed 
Enough of the following to meet the group’s needs; 1 set per 3 cadets is recommended 
Air Force-style blues shirts   
Flight caps 
Insignia, nameplates, etc. for the shirts and flight cap 
BDU shirts 
Rulers 
Uniform mini-posters from the Cadet Member Kit 
 
LESSON OUTLINE 
Place a blues shirt, without insignia, on a clothes hanger. Place grade insignia, a nameplate, 
some ribbons, and a flight cap and flight cap device nearby. Have each cadet place the 
insignia on the uniform. Cadet NCOs serving as coaches should scrutinize the finished 
uniform and offer feedback.  
 Time permitting, have the cadets remove the accoutrements and repeat the exercise. 
During this second attempt, have the students inspect the work of one another. 
 Allow male cadets to work with male shirts, females with female shirts.  Regarding 
ribbons, provide a simple stack and focus on the placement of the ribbons on the shirt; do not 
assign cadets the advanced task of arranging ribbons according to precedence. 
 Time permitting, have the cadets place insignia on the BDU shirt as well. 
 For a detailed illustration of insignia placement, see CAPM 39-1 or the uniform “mini-
posters” included in the New Cadet Kit.


